
The affordable software solution to effectively manage 
scale databases.

H O B A R T  H T e  S O F T W A R E



>  Available in different 
versions for various types 
of grocery operations, 
HTe software is designed 
to bring greater business 
insight and control.

H O B A R T  H T e  S O F T W A R E 

>  >  >

New technology for managing 
today’s leading-edge scales.

With their advanced capabilities, remote management of food retail scales and the data they 

produce have become nearly as important as the functionality of the scale itself. With the 

introduction of the Hobart HTi and HTs products, HTe software has been developed to enable 

independent grocers and smaller chains to take full advantage of the advanced features and 

reporting capabilities of these new, industry-leading scales.

Multiple versions. Multiple capabilities. HTe software is available in different versions 

that give independent and small chain grocers the choice of a system that works best for 

them. Each is intuitive, easy to use and, most important, hard to break, even for the least 

technology-oriented individuals and organizations. The HTe software gives users a new level 

of managing their scales that saves time and eliminates complication and frustration.

Remote scale access. Free to all registered HT Series scale users, this downloadable 

program allows you to access information from any HT Series scale on the network. This 

means, short of replacing labels and cleaning, you now have the ability to manage and 

diagnose each scale, without having to be in front of the unit. Take full advantage of remote 

access to such things as price look-up code information, pricing, transaction total and label 

changes. The result is the ability to manage the scale without interfering with its  

regular operation.

Key elements that can be altered remotely:

 • Diagnostics – Including testing weigher and printer

 • Configuration – Adjustment of settings, including frequent-shopper method and 

print position

 • Database – Modify anything in the database instantaneously



>  >  >

....
Proudly supporting you for 
years to come.

Model features: A side-by-side comparison. The following chart shows which capabilities 

are supported by each HTe version:

HTe Lite HTe Single-Store

Remote scale access Y Y

Backup/restore Y Y

Asset manager Y Y

Product data Y Y

Database tables Y Y

Label information Y Y

Label graphics Y Y

Totals Y Y

Configuration Y Y

Alerts Y

Label designer Y

Media content manager Y

Flashkey editor Y

Scale upgrades Y Y

Remote monitor Y

>  Remote access to key 
scale metrics improves 
information management, 
troubleshooting and 
label changes without 
interrupting service.
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When it’s Hobart, it’s done right. When a product is designed to reduce headaches, it had better deliver on its 

promise. That’s why all Hobart scales, including the HT Series, are designed in-house and produced in the USA.  

It’s why all the code for the HTe software is written in-house by Hobart. It’s why Hobart remains the name you can 

trust today and count on in the future.

Your #1 supporter. Hobart, where equipment and service join together in support of 

you. Hobart makes a full line of equipment for the foodservice and food retail industries, including 

cooking, food machines, weigh wrap, warewashers and Traulsen refrigeration. We support our customers 

when and where it counts the most. In the field, at your place. With nearly 200 locations and 1,700 factory-

trained service representatives across the country, we’re always close by to install, maintain and service your 

equipment. If that’s the kind of support network you’ve been looking for, contact your Hobart representative 

today by calling 888-4HOBART.


